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Abstract
Objectives The importance of ‘whole person’ or ‘holistic’
care is widely recognised, particularly with an increasing
prevalence of chronic multimorbidity internationally. This
approach to care is a defining feature of general practice.
However, its precise meaning remains ambiguous. We
aimed to determine how the term ‘whole person’ care is
understood by general practitioners (GPs), and whether
it is synonymous with ‘[w]holistic’ and ‘biopsychosocial’
care.
Design Systematic literature review.
Methods MEDLINE, PubMed, EMBASE, CINAHL,
PsycINFO, Web of Science, Proquest Dissertations and
Theses, Science.gov (Health and Medicine database),
Google Scholar and included studies’ reference lists were
searched with an unlimited date range. Systematic or
literature reviews, original research, theoretical articles or
books/book chapters; specific to general practice; relevant
to the research question; and published in English were
included. Included literature was critically appraised,
and data were extracted and analysed using thematic
synthesis.
Results Fifty publications were included from 4297 nonduplicate records retrieved. Six themes were identified:
a multidimensional, integrated approach; the importance
of the therapeutic relationship; acknowledging doctors’
humanity; recognising patients’ individual personhood;
viewing health as more than absence of disease; and
employing a range of treatment modalities. Whole person,
biopsychosocial and holistic terminology were often used
interchangeably, but were not synonymous.
Conclusions Whole person, holistic and biopsychosocial
terminology are primarily characterised by a
multidimensional approach to care and incorporate
additional elements described above. Whole person
care probably represents the closest representation of
the basis for general practice. Health systems aiming to
provide whole person care need to address the challenge
of integrating the care of other health professionals, and
maintaining the patient–doctor relationship central to the
themes identified. Further research is required to clarify
the representativeness of the findings, and the relative
importance GPs’ assign to each theme.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42017058824.

Introduction
Societies worldwide are currently facing
an increasing prevalence of patients with

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► To the best of our knowledge, this is the first system-

atic review of general practitioners’ understandings
of ‘whole person’, ‘holistic’ and ‘biopsychosocial’
care and the relationships between these terms.
►► We used a comprehensive search strategy and included a broad range of literature types, to provide a
sound understanding of these terms in English language general practice literature.
►► This study was limited to English language literature, so does not provide insight into the use of these
or related terms in other languages.
►► Related terms such as ‘patient-centred’ care, ‘generalism’ and ‘comprehensiveness’ were not specifically studied, and additional work is required to
determine their relationship to our findings.
►► There was considerable heterogeneity in included
publications, and it is possible that other researchers
may identify different themes from the same data.

chronic multimorbidity. Provision of ‘whole
person care’ (WPC) is particularly important
in meeting the needs of these patients and
has been an objective of recent healthcare
reforms in several nations.1–3
General practitioners (GPs) are particularly well placed to provide WPC. (The term
general practice/general practitioner is
used to incorporate both general and family
practice throughout this report). A whole
person or holistic approach characterises the
self-definition of general practice, with its
importance recognised by GPs from diverse
cultural contexts and by patients.4–10 Historically, attention to WPC in western medicine developed in critique of the biomedical
model’s reductionist framework.11 12 In 1977,
Engel proposed the ‘biopsychosocial’ model,
a paradigm shift that recognised psychological and social along with biological contributors to disease.13 The terms ‘holistic’ and
‘whole person’ care have been used to denote
a similar approach.14–16
However, a series on the research agenda
for general practice in Europe identified that
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Methods
Search strategy
We searched the MEDLINE, PubMed, EMBASE,
CINAHL, PsycINFO and Web of Science databases for
published literature, and Proquest Dissertations and
Theses, Science.gov (Health and Medicine database) and
Google Scholar for grey literature, until April 2017. These
databases were chosen to provide broad coverage of relevant subject areas. Results from S
 cience.gov were limited
to the ‘top results’ reported (maximum 500) and Google
Scholar searches to the first 50 hits for each search string.
We hand-searched the reference lists of included studies.
We developed search terms iteratively, then performed
a preplanned search. The final strategy combined search
terms for holistic, whole person or biopsychosocial with
terms for general practice. The MEDLINE search strategy
is shown in box 1 and was modified for other databases.
Shorter search strings combining key search terms were
 cience.gov and Google Scholar due to funcused for S
tional limitations.
Inclusion criteria
Peer-reviewed systematic or literature reviews, original
research (qualitative studies, quantitative studies with
findings expressed as descriptive statements for inclusion
2

Box 1

Medline search strategy

((whole N5 person) OR whole-person OR (whole N5 patient) OR
whole-patient OR wholistic OR wholism OR holism OR (holistic N5 medicine) OR (holistic N5 care) OR (holistic N5 view) OR (holistic N5 approach)
OR (holistic N5 model) OR biopsychosocial OR bio-psycho-social OR
bio-psychosocial OR biopsycho-social OR biopsychosociospiritual OR
bio-psycho-socio-spiritual OR (MH holistic health) OR person-focused
OR (“person focused”)) AND ((“general practi*”) OR (“family doctor”)
OR (“family physician”) OR (“family medicine”) OR “generalist” OR (MH
general practice) OR (MH general practitioners) OR (MH family practice) OR (“primary care”) OR (“primary health care”) OR (MH primary
health care) OR (“primary health*”) OR (“family practi*”))
MH, MeSH Heading; N5, near operator for within 5 words.

in qualitative analysis), theoretical articles or books/book
chapters; literature specific to general practice (studies
with a majority of GP or GP registrar participants or
separate reporting of their views; text/opinion authored
exclusively by GPs or GP registrars, or with at least one
GP/GP registrar author and a focus on the general
practice context); relevant to the research question
(included descriptions, definitions or theoretical models
of the terms ‘whole person’, ‘holistic’ or ‘biopsychosocial’
(care/medicine, etc)); and published in English.
Exclusion criteria
Non-English articles, articles not specific to general practice and literature authored by general practice professional organisations. The latter was excluded to achieve
an understanding of WPC within academic general practice literature, which was likely to be the basis of general
practice organisations’ literature.
All eligible citations were uploaded into Endnote X8
and duplicates removed. Two independent reviewers (HT
and JR) screened titles and abstracts. Studies that did not
meet inclusion criteria were excluded, with disagreements
resolved by discussion. A single reviewer (HT) assessed
full text of remaining literature against inclusion criteria.
Studies that this reviewer considered borderline or suitable for inclusion were reviewed by at least one other
author (GM and/or MB), with disagreements resolved by
discussion.
Quality appraisal
Qualitative studies’ conduct and reporting were critically
appraised using Kmet et al’s Standard Quality Assessment Criteria.24 An additional question, ‘Have ethical
issues been taken into consideration?’ was added, to give
a total possible score of 22. Validity and authenticity of
book chapters and opinion pieces were appraised using
Joanna Briggs Institute’s Critical Appraisal Checklist for
Text and Opinion.25 Initially, two reviewers (HT and MB)
independently appraised five pieces of literature with
disagreements resolved by discussion. Subsequent quality
assessment was performed by a single reviewer (HT). No
studies were excluded due to quality.
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758
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despite the ‘implicit consensus about [the importance of
an holistic approach] as an essential element for GP’,17
this lacked a clear practical definition, and little research
had been conducted in the area. Indeed, ‘many different
definitions of holism, and holistic, are being used in
health and the healthcare literature, and no one is quite
sure what anyone else means when they use these terms’.18
While the terms ‘whole person’, ‘[w]holistic’ and ‘biopsychosocial’ care are sometimes used interchangeably, it is
unclear whether they are synonymous, with differences
between definitions proposed by general practice organisations.4 7 9 Additionally, it has been suggested that a
commitment to WPC in general practice may be more
rhetorical than practical.11 19 Given the core commitment
of general practice to providing whole person, or holistic,
care, as expressed in statements such as the World Organisation of Family Doctors’ definition of general practice,
this issue deserves attention.4 While studies have previously defined ‘holistic care,’ ‘wholistic healthcare’ and
‘holistic practice’, these have either focused primarily
on the context of nursing or been conducted in a
limited geographical location, and it is unclear whether
their findings are transferrable to the general practice
context.20–23 In order to evaluate the current concept of
WPC within general practice and to design health system
practices to provide WPC in a changing health climate
effectively, it is first necessary to clarify how this term is
defined. We conducted a systematic literature review and
thematic analysis aiming to define how the term WPC is
understood in general practice and whether it is synonymous with [w]holistic and biopsychosocial care.

Open access

Data analysis
Full text of included studies was uploaded into NVivo 11.
Original data relevant to the research question (including
relevant results and original statements in discussion of
qualitative studies, and original statements in books and
theoretical pieces) were thematically coded. Two independent reviewers (HT and MB) performed coding
inductively on an initial sample of five pieces of literature
to search for concepts, with disagreements resolved by
discussion. Following this, a single reviewer (HT) coded
remaining literature. Subsequent studies were coded into
pre-existing concepts, and new concepts were created
when deemed necessary.
Thematic synthesis was performed by a single reviewer
(HT) and discussed with another two reviewers (GM
and MB) for consensus.26 Thematic synthesis was chosen
as it allows development of interpretive theories while
remaining close to the primary data. The terms ‘whole
person’, ‘holistic’ and ‘biopsychosocial’ were then
compared by exploring similarities and differences
between the themes represented within each term,
assisted by NVivo query functions. It was identified during
analysis that variations of ‘holistic’ terminology (eg,
holistic care, medicine, etc) may have different connotations, and these were subsequently compared. Temporal
and geographical variations in usage were found to be
absent.
Patient and public involvement
This research was done without patient involvement, due
to its primary focus being on the understanding of WPC
among GPs, and its nature as a systematic review.

Results
Searches retrieved 4297 non-duplicate publications.
Following title/abstract screen, 587 publications were
selected for full text retrieval. We were unable to access
eight of these despite conducting a library search. Of
the remaining publications, 50 met inclusion criteria
(figure 1). These originated from 12 countries, and
comprised 5 qualitative studies, 40 theoretical articles, 4
book chapters and 1 thesis. The primary terms of interest
were ‘holistic’ in 24 sources, ‘whole person’ in 9 sources,
‘biopsychosocial’ in 14 sources, both whole person/
holistic in 2 sources and both whole person/biopsychosocial in 1 source. None of the papers using whole person
and only one paper using biopsychosocial terminology
specifically aimed to define these terms, whereas multiple
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758

papers specifically defined holistic terminology.16 18 22 27–33
The characteristics of included literature and results
of quality assessment are shown in online supplementary appendix 1. We believe theoretical saturation was
reached.
Thematic synthesis
There was substantial heterogeneity in the literature.
However, six overarching themes were identified, each
with between one and four subthemes. These are shown
in table 1 and discussed below. Few sources specifically
drew a distinction between whole person, holistic and
biopsychosocial terminology, with several using these
terms interchangeably.29 31–38 However, on overall analysis,
we identified differences in emphasis, as discussed below
and illustrated in figure 2. Subthemes that are relevant to
more than one of the three terms overlap in the diagram.
A multidimensional, integrated approach
Employing a multidimensional, integrated approach,
rather than a biomedical reductionist model, was the
dominant theme throughout the literature.
The literature emphasised that biopsychosocial, holistic
and whole-person approaches must address multiple
aspects of the person and their context, rather than
being strictly biomedical.16 18 22 27 31 33 34 36 39–54 In a paper
discussing the definition of holism, Freeman stated that:
An approach to health and medicine that is not reductionist is an implicit part of the comprehensive
care provided by GPs. We are not doctors for particular diseases, or particular organs, or particular stages
in the life cycle—we are doctors for people.18
Similarly, in a study on the perceived meaning of a (w)
holistic view among GPs and district nurses in Sweden,
Stranderg et al found that:
Biomedical attitude is not enough. There is a need
for a multidimensional viewpoint including a bio-psychosocial attitude towards the patients.22
Which important aspects of the ‘whole’ to
include in care varied. Biological, psychological and social factors were commonly identified.12 14 16 18 22 27 29 32 33 36 39–43 45–47 49 51 53–56 Some GPs argued
for the importance of additional factors. Spirituality was
prominent among these.14 29 33 34 37 39 40 42 44 48 50 54 57 58
Murray et al concluded from their study on GPs’ views on
their role in providing spiritual care that:
The whole-person approach to medicine may be
incomplete if it lacks consideration of the spiritual
dimension.37
The patient’s ecological/environmental context was
also emphasised by some GPs.14 59
The literature also emphasised that aspects
of the person must be viewed in an integrated
fashion.16 18 27–29 31–33 36 39 40 42–47 52 53 55 56 58 60 In their study
3
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Data extraction
Details including author, year, country, type of literature, population focus (for qualitative studies), key term
(holistic, whole person, biopsychosocial) and descriptions
of key terms were extracted by two reviewers (HT and
MB) for an initial five pieces of literature, and consensus
was achieved. A single reviewer (HT) extracted data from
remaining literature.

Open access

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram.

on the meaning of an (w)holistic view, Strandberg et al
found that:
The participants discussed the concepts 'the whole'
versus 'parts of the whole'. Many meant that the whole
actually is greater than the sum of all the parts…22
Similarly, Pietroni stated that a key principle of holistic
medicine is that:
The human organism is a multidimensional being,
possessing body, mind and spirit, all inextricably connected, each part affecting the and whole and the
whole being greater than the sum of the parts.29
Sturmberg identified ‘understanding the interconnectedness of various illness aspects’53 as the second step in an
approach to teaching holistic care.
One exception to this emphasis on a multidimensional, integrated approach was identified in O’Brien et
al’s study.38 GPs in one practice in this study understood
holism as caring for a patient’s multiple comorbidities and
placed boundaries between ‘the medical’ and ‘the social’.
4

Some authors also proposed a ‘split biopsychosocial
model’ in which different components of care are selectively addressed depending on the patient’s presentation,
though the utility of this approach was debated.43 60–62
Employing a multidimensional, integrated approach
to care was the key theme characterising each of the
biopsychosocial, holistic and whole person terminologies.16 18 22 27 29 31–34 36 39–56
Biopsychosocial terminology was the most specific of
the terms in defining the aspects of care that it addressed
(biological, psychological, social).36 41 43 46 Some GPs
suggested the biopsychosocial approach was too narrow
and should be expanded to a ‘biopsychosociospiritual’,34 39‘ecobiopsychosocial’59 or ‘psychosomatosociosemiotic’ model.53 63 Occasionally, the term biopsychosocial
was used to incorporate these broader aspects.33 There
was some debate regarding whether the biopsychosocial model employed an integrated approach, with some
arguing that it remained dualistic.49 55 64
Whole person and holistic terminology were less
specific than biopsychosocial in defining their domains
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758
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Figure 1
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Theme

Terms characterised by this
theme

Subthemes

Employs a
►► Considers multiple aspects of the person and their context.
multidimensional,
►► Integrates these aspects such that the whole is seen as greater
integrated approach
than the sum of the parts.
Importance of
the therapeutic
relationship

Acknowledges the
humanity of the
doctor

Biopsychosocial
(multidimensional±integrated)
Whole person
Holistic
►► Values the therapeutic relationship.
Biopsychosocial (variable)
►► Places importance on personal attributes of the doctor that foster Whole person
Holistic
the therapeutic relationship.
►► Employs a collaborative approach that emphasises patient
responsibility.
►► Values continuity of care.
►► Places importance on doctors’ self-awareness.
►► Adopts a ‘physician heal thyself’ philosophy.
►► Identifies potential for personal growth of the doctor through

Biopsychosocial (self-awareness)
Whole person
Holistic

treating the patient.

Biopsychosocial (minor theme)
Recognises
►► Views patients as individual, unique persons.
Whole person
the individual
►► Focuses on the person rather than on the disease.
personhood of each ►► Distinguishes between disease (a pathological derangement) and Holistic
patient
illness (a broader term encompassing the effect of disease on the
patient’s life).
Health as more than ►► Health is viewed as more than the absence of disease.
absence of disease ►► Disease is viewed as a state of imbalance and healing as
restoring the balance of health.
►► Emphasises preventive health measures.
Employs a range of ►► Use of a range of treatment modalities.
treatment modalities ►► May include (but is not synonymous with) CAM.

Biopsychosocial (minor theme)
Whole person (minor theme)
Holistic
Biopsychosocial
Whole person
Holistic (specific focus on CAM)

CAM, complementary and alternative medicine.

of care, encompassing a varied and broad range of
biological, psychological, social, spiritual and environmental/ecological aspects.16 18 27 34 39 40 42 44 47 48 51 54
Some models of WPC specifically distinguished between
care of the person (body, soul, spirit) and external
factors (social, environmental).39 47 However, these still
addressed external factors in their overall approach to
care. Emphasis on an integrated approach was strongest
in holistic terminology, and also present in whole person
terminology.16 18 27–29 31 32 39 40 44 45 52 53 55 56 58
Importance of the therapeutic relationship
The importance of the therapeutic relationship, a
collaborative approach and characteristics of the
doctor that fostered this relationship was emphasised.12 14 16 22 27–30 32 33 35 38 39 42 43 45 46 48 50 52 54 55 57 65–69
The therapeutic doctor–patient relationship was
valued.12 28 29 50 Risdon and Edey stated that:
True healing and mending of brokenness is possible
only within an authentic human relationship.50
Similarly, McWhinney argued that:
There is a growing body of scientific evidence that
human relationships are an important factor in the
favorable outcome of illness. Thus we have support
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758

for the ancient belief in the healing power of the
physician.28
O’Brien et al included relationship as a suggested
component in a whole person intervention.38 One GP in
their study:
describ[ed] how she felt the essence of the GP (relationship, intuition, support and continuity) had been
lost with the medical nuts & bolts of monitoring…, a
view supported by her colleagues.
Personal qualities of the doctor that fostered
the
therapeutic
relationship
were
emphasised.18 27 29 32 38 39 46 52 55 57 60 61 65 67 69 These included characteristics such as being fully present, attentive to and
interested in the patient, supportive (compassionate,
empathetic, respectful, non-judgemental, etc) and
possessing knowledge and understanding of the patient in
addition to technical competence. Participants in Strandberg et al’s study identified that an important component
of a holistic view was:
finding the patient's hidden agenda and listening to
what the patient is actually saying.22
Multiple sources emphasised a collaborative
approach, with patients taking responsibility for their
5
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Table 1 Themes and subthemes
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health.14 16 27 29 30 33 38 43 45 46 48 50 van Velden expressed this
succinctly, stating that:
[in the] holistic bio-psycho-social model…the doctor–patient relationship changes from one of monologue to one of dialogue, with the doctor no longer
instructing the patient but rather involved in negotiating with the latter. People start taking responsibility for personal choices rather than deferring to the
rules of institutions.33
Illness may be viewed as an opportunity for personal
growth. Borins stated that:
sometimes illness can be a creative opportunity for
the patient to learn more about himself and the direction he is taking…Sometimes physical or emotional pain can inform a person that he must change his
life and grow.14
Finally, some sources identified continuity as an important aspect of the doctor–patient relationship.22 42 54 66
One author specifically distinguished between holistic
and WPC on the basis that continuity was a feature of
whole person but not of holistic care.54 However, this
distinction was not found elsewhere in the literature.
6

Emphasis on the doctor–patient relationship was
prominent within whole person and holistic literature.14 16 27 29 30 32 35 38 39 42 45 48 50 52 54 55 57 66 67 69 Literature
on the biopsychosocial approach was mixed, with the
doctor–patient relationship emphasised in papers that
specifically focused on the practical application of a
biopsychosocial approach.46 61 65 An alternative view also
existed, that considered the biopsychosocial model an
ethically neutral scientific theory rather than an approach
to care.41
Acknowledges the humanity of the doctor
The literature placed importance on acknowledgement
of the doctor’s humanity. This encompasses self-awareness, a ‘physician heal thyself’ philosophy and the potential for personal growth of the doctor through the clinical
interaction.12 14 16 29 31 32 39 42 44 48 58 61 65 68 69
Several sources argued for the importance of doctors’
self-awareness.12 32 50 61 65 68 Stewart stated that:
holistic care implied a set of values as well as behaviours on the part of the physician; this set would
include…awareness of his own person…32
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758
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Figure 2 The Inter-relationship between biopsychosocial, whole person and holistic terminology. Features of each approach
are included within their respective circles in the diagram. Features placed on the circles’ boundaries are a minor feature of
the inner circle term, but more pronounced in the outer circle/s term. The diagram illustrates that biopsychosocial was the
narrowest but most well defined of the terms, encompassing multidimensional±integrated care, and the use of a range of
treatment modalities. Minor themes of the biopsychosocial approach include recognising the individual personhood of each
patient, and viewing health as more than absence of disease. Some sources that specifically discuss the practical application
of the biopsychosocial approach also emphasise the importance of the therapeutic relationship and of acknowledging the
humanity of the doctor. Holistic and whole person terminology were broader than biopsychosocial. These terms included a
stronger emphasis than biopsychosocial care on the therapeutic relationship, recognition of the patients’ individual personhood
and the humanity of the doctor, and a view of health as a state of wholeness and balance. Whole person and holistic care
were essentially synonymous. ‘Holistic medicine’/‘holistic health’ were related broader terms that sometimes incorporated
complementary and alternative medicine.

Open access

What parts of your self are you engaging in the care
of this patient, right now?’ and then, ‘Does it have to
be that way?65
A ‘physician heal thyself’ philosophy was emphasised.14 16 29 31 39 42 44 48 58 Brown stated that:
Holistic care means practitioners matter too. We
need to look after ourselves, not only to be an example to our patients, but for our own well-being and
that of our families.42
Similarly, Borins stated that:
An important concept of holistic medicine is that of
'Physician, heal thyself'. The more complete we are in
our own spiritual, psychological and physical development, the easier it will be to help someone else on
the path of positive growth.14
A minor subtheme is the potential for personal growth
of the doctor through treating the patient.12 39 69 In reference to spiritual care, Anandarajah stated that:
physicians have the potential to heal and be healed
through their clinical interactions, as clearly illustrated by numerous physician stories.39
Sawa stated that:
The practice of whole-person medicine increases
the practitioner's personal growth and develops his
or her analytic skill and ability to think in terms of a
complex web of contributing factors, rather than in
terms of single chains of causal relationships.69
Recognising doctors’ humanity is a feature of biopsychosocial, holistic and whole person terminology, however
the specific subthemes represented in these terminologies differed. Doctors’ self-awareness featured in literature describing all three terms.12 32 50 61 65 68 A ‘physician
heal thyself’ philosophy primarily characterised holistic,
and to a lesser extent WPC.14 16 29 31 39 42 44 48 58 Potential for
personal growth of the doctor was a minor theme of some
sources on holistic and WPC.12 39 69
Recognises the individual personhood of each patient
Recognition of the unique personhood of each patient
within their individual context also characterised the
literature.28 42 44 50 55 60 McWhinney stated that:
Understanding and treating illness in its context is
what holistic medicine means to me…The natural
(holistic) diagnostician tends to notice what is unique
in each patient. He is reluctant to classify and label,
and he does not separate the disease from the man or
the man from his environment.28
Focus was placed on the person rather than the
disease.14 27 31 33 38 In a study exploring how GPs who
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758

practised complementary therapies understood the term
‘holism’, Adams identified that they viewed:
holism in terms of treating a person rather than simply a patient. These doctors suggest that treating an
individual as a patient leads to ‘unhealthy’ focus upon
disease and a failure to acknowledge what they see as
the complex and multilayered nature of illness.27
Some papers distinguished between disease and
illness.22 27 50 Strandberg et al’s study identified that to
have a holistic view:
GPs and nurses have to deal with the gap between
'illness' and 'disease', that is, what the patient experiences and what is the medical problem.22
Recognising
patients’
individual
personhood
primarily characterised whole person and holistic terminology.22 27 28 31 38 40 42 44 50 55 Variations on this theme were
occasionally present in biopsychosocial literature.33 60
Health as more than absence of disease
Papers incorporating this theme viewed health as more
than absence of disease.33 40 van Velden stated that:
Optimal health is therefore much more than the absence of disease or infirmity. It is the conscious pursuit of the highest qualities of the spiritual, mental,
emotional, physical, environmental, occupational
and social aspects of the human experience, as illustrated in the bio-psycho-social model.33
Some sources conceptualised disease as a state of
‘imbalance’ and healing as restoring the balance of
health.29 33 53 69 Pietroni, for example, stated that:
Disease or ill-health arises as a result of a state of imbalance, either from within the human being or because of some external force in the environment….29
Preventive health measures were also emphasised.14 31 32 35 40 52 66
Aspects of this theme were included in whole person,
holistic and biopsychosocial care.14 29 31–33 35 40 52 53 66 69
However, it was most pronounced in the holistic literature.14 29 31 32 40 52 53 66
Employs a range of treatment modalities
Using a wide range of treatment modalities was the final
theme identified.14 16 18 27 31 33 39 48 53 58
Examples include Anandarajah’s suggestion of treatment modalities in her body, mind, spirit, environment,
social, transcendent model of WPC.39 These ranged from
medication, surgery and physical therapy, to counselling
and cognitive therapy, spiritual counselling, compassion,
presence and connection. Margalit et al’s study on the
practical application of the biopsychosocial model identified that offering not only medication, but also advice on
health promotion and managing emotions characterised
a biopsychosocial doctor–patient encounter.46
7
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Epstein also implied the importance of self-reflection
when discussing how to apply the biopsychosocial vision,
suggesting that doctors ask themselves:

Open access

An holistic approach…involves a willingness to use
a wide range of interventions—traditional medical
interventions, alternative approaches and self-help
measures.48
However, the literature consistently emphasised that
CAM is not holistic if used in isolation.14 16 18 22 27–31 35 48
Pietroni stated that:
Holism is more than a pot-pourri of therapies. It is an
approach to health and disease that transcends any
particular therapy…Holism should not be confused
with the positive-health movement nor with the complementary medicine movement. Many complementary practitioners do not have an holistic approach
and use their therapies in the traditional reductive
manner. Conversely, many doctors who know nothing
of homeopathy or acupuncture adopt a whole-person
approach to their work and have done even before
the word holistic became current.30
Similarly, in his study on GPs who practise complementary therapies, Adams found that:
Many of the GPs are keen to stress that a holistic
approach does not evolve simply with their development of complementary practice. They talk of always
having been holistic and how holism is not confined
to complementary medicines.27
Additionally, McWhinney wrote that:
There is nothing unorthodox about holistic medicine. Unfortunately, the term has been used so much
by unorthodox groups of healers, that it is in danger
of losing some of its meaning for us. I do not wish to
suggest that we should ignore the contribution which
unorthodox methods can make to healing. Let us
remember, however, that the holistic approach has a
long and distinguished history in orthodox medicine
itself.28
The use of a wide range of treatment modalities
characterised whole person, holistic and biopsychosocial care.14 16 18 27 31 33 39 48 53 58 However, the inclusion
of CAM was a specific characteristic of holistic terminology.18 27 29 31 34 40 48 58 A distinction was found between
various ‘holistic’ terms in this respect. Sources that
discussed ‘holistic medicine’ or ‘holistic health’ frequently
incorporated CAM, with the exception of McWhinney’s
paper describing holistic medicine.14 16 27–29 31 58 Conversely,
sources discussing ‘holistic care’ rarely referred to the use
of CAM. This suggests that the term ‘holistic care’ does
not necessarily imply incorporation of complementary
approaches within the GP context. The terms ‘holism’,
‘holistic approach’ and ‘holistic view’ were more varied in
this respect, making these terms somewhat more ambiguous.18 27 28 30 34 36 38 48 55 66
8

Specific distinctions between whole person, holistic and
biopsychosocial terms
Whole person, holistic and biopsychosocial terminology
were used interchangeably in several papers.29 31–38 Some
papers did specifically differentiate these terms, but
with no consistency among the literature.29 35 54 55 64 66 69
Davidsen et al implied that the biopsychosocial approach
is not holistic due to a lack of integration between the
components it addresses.55 Grantham differentiated
the biopsychosocial approach from holistic medicine,
arguing that the latter implied inclusion of CAM.35 Howie
et al argued that the biopsychosocial approach comprised
patient-centeredness in addition to holism.66 Sawa differentiated between whole person medicine and biopsychosocial theory by the inclusion of systems theory in the
latter.69 Wun distinguished between WPC and holistic
care by an additional element of continuity of care in the
former, stating that:
Whole person care is the accumulation of many incidences of holistic care throughout the lifetime.54
Pietroni made a different distinction between these
terms, arguing that holistic care includes ‘more recent
scientific discoveries’ (such as psychoneuroimmunology,
physics and field forces) in addition to whole person
medicine.29
On overall analysis of the literature, however, representation of themes discussed above differed between the
terms, as illustrated in figure 2.
‘Technoscientific holism’
One alternative description of holism in the literature
was ‘technoscientific holism’ described by Vogt et al.70 71
Vogt et al analysed whether P4 systems theory, a ‘predictive, preventive, personalised and participatory’ approach
to medicine, was holistic. In doing so, they specifically
differentiated between the ‘technoscientific holism’ of
systems theory, and an approach more similar to that
described above which they referred to as the ‘holism of
humanistic medicine’.70 They described ‘technoscientific
holism’ as:
…resulting from an altered, more all-encompassing
technological gaze on human life and related changes in biomedicine’s methods and philosophy…the
whole continuum of health and disease states…is
defined as potentially quantifiable, predictable and
actionable70 (author’s emphasis).
This concept is unique in the included literature.
Discussion
Our analysis suggests that GPs understand WPC to be
an approach that considers multiple dimensions of the
patient and their context, including biological, psychological, social and possibly spiritual and ecological
factors, and addresses these in an integrated fashion
that keeps sight of the whole. It employs a range of
Thomas H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e023758. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-023758
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A subset of literature using holistic terminology specifically included the use of complementary and alternative
medicine (CAM).18 27 29 31 34 40 48 58 Pietroni stated that:
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care. If his theory is correct, it would explain why ‘holistic’
is the broadest of the terms studied: it is being used to
describe biopsychosocial care, WPC and additional
distinct traditions included in other themes we identified
(health as a state of wholeness, CAM). The distinction
between usages was not as clear in our study as suggested
by Vanderpool’s framework; however, this may be due to
mixing of usages arising from lack of definitional clarity.
In view of this and of our findings, Vanderpool’s suggestion that terms that are more specific should be used
in preference to ‘holistic’ terminology seems advisable.
Where both multidimensional/integrated care and relational elements of care (the doctor–patient relationship,
recognising patients’ individuality) are in view, we would
suggest WPC as the preferred term. If additional themes
such as using CAM are in view, we would suggest that this
should be stated specifically to avoid confusion.28 70 73
Our findings raise several practical implications and
questions for future research. First, our findings were
consistent with previous observations that there is little
primary research defining our terms of interest in general
practice.17 Only six pieces of primary research, of variable quality, were identified.22 27 32 37 38 46 Opinion pieces
may have reflected the views of GPs with a strong interest
in biopsychosocial/whole person/holistic care, and
primary research is required to determine the relevance
of our findings to the broader GP context. Second, due
to heterogeneity among included literature, with many
pieces only including a selection of identified themes, it
remains unclear whether GPs would share consensus that
all of these features characterise the terms of interest,
what relative weighting should be applied to each and
which aspects of care in addition to biological, psychological and social factors are included. Previous studies
have gone some way to addressing this issue, particularly regarding GPs’ role in addressing existential and
spiritual factors, however work remains to be done.74 75
Further research is also required to explore the facilitators, barriers and outcomes of WPC as described. Finally,
our definition of WPC shares close similarities with the
concepts of ‘patient-centred’ or ‘person-centred’ care,
and of ‘generalism’.76–78 We limited our focus in this study
to the terms ‘whole person’, ‘holistic’ and ‘biopsychosocial’ care, as these appeared to be used interchangeably
in some literature, and frequently differentiated from
the term ‘patient-centred’ or ‘person-centred’ care.4 7 79
However, given their close similarities, future studies could
explore the relationship between these terms.
Our findings have practical implications in the context
of primary health system reforms that aim to provide
WPC in response to the increasing prevalence of patients
with chronic multimorbidity. They enable GPs to reflect
on their individual practice with respect to WPC and
could inform focused education and refinement of clinical approaches to provide WPC. They also suggest that
WPC requires both multidimensionality and integration. Achieving both can be challenging, particularly
where multiple providers are involved in care. However,
9
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treatment modalities to achieve this aim. Additionally, it
emphasises the therapeutic value of the doctor–patient
relationship, characterised by an attentive, supportive
and collaborative approach. Additional less pervasive
features of WPC included recognition of the doctor’s
humanity (comprising self-awareness and attending to
their personal health), and adopting a view of health as
more than absence of disease. While few sources drew a
distinction between whole person, holistic and biopsychosocial terminology, and several used these terms
interchangeably, on overall analysis the terms differed in
their emphasis. Their unifying feature was a multidimensional approach to care, in contrast to pure biological
reductionism. However, biopsychosocial care was overall
described more narrowly than WPC, with clearer definition of the domains of care addressed (biological, psychological, social), while holistic terminology was somewhat
broader than WPC, with greater focus on health as wholeness and at times specific inclusion of CAM. The term
‘holistic care’ was more similar to WPC than ‘holistic
medicine’ or ‘holistic health’, particularly with respect to
the inclusion of CAM in the latter terms. Our findings
enable clearer communication through selection of the
term most appropriate to the context under discussion.
Our findings were similar to those of previous concept
analyses that aimed to define ‘holistic’ care without a
specific focus on general practice, which consisted of
mostly nursing-focused literature.20 21 23 One difference
was that these did not specifically emphasise acknowledging the humanity of the practitioner, though they did
mention the importance of self-awareness. Our findings
are also similar to definitions of whole person or holistic
care provided by general practice professional organisations, supporting our reasoning that they are derived from
the literature. Several shared an emphasis on a multidimensional approach to care.4 7 9 Consistent with our findings, their definitions vary in the explicit inclusion of
spiritual/existential, cultural and ecological dimensions
in a whole person/holistic approach. The Royal College
of General Practitioners’ definition incorporates an additional focus on the importance of transitioning from a
diagnostic/curative to a palliative/supportive role when
appropriate.9 In view of our findings, organisations with
narrower definitions of holistic/WPC may wish to explore
whether the GPs they represent consider the additional
characteristics identified in our study to be important
features of this care, and consider expanding their definitions if this is the case.
There was heterogeneity in included literature, and
one theory that may explain this has been suggested by
Vanderpool.72 He suggested that holistic terminology is
used in four distinct ways which have evolved from four
approaches to medicine: biopsychosocial, whole person,
‘high level healthiness’ and ‘unconventional and esoteric
diagnosis and healing’. His descriptions of biopsychosocial and whole person approaches are similar to those
identified in this review, with a greater focus on interpersonal elements in whole person than biopsychosocial
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self-reflective practice and the design of health systems
that foster true WPC. Further research is required to
explore the transferability of our findings, together with
the facilitators, barriers and outcomes of WPC as defined.
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